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Dear Maude

Time Travel

│ Adventure │ Romance │ Historical Fantasy Fiction
Upstate New York, 2012.
Emily Stanton, a sociology major, graduates from college
and is obligated to work for the mysterious company that
funded her education. But a job with Evergreen Research
Corporation
is not what she expects.
From fancy balls and operas to corsets and kid gloves, Emily
learns to be a specialist in 1910 society. In the process, she
finds herself fully immersed in the lives of wealthy
aristocrats and industry leaders, whose thirst for power
leads them to manipulate everything, including time.
Thrust into this strange and dangerous world, Emily
becomes their most important asset.
Unable to trust her coworkers or her surroundings,
however, Emily finds herself alone—with her very survival
in the hands of a handsome stranger, Wendell Beringer.
Unfortunately, Emily soon discovers that he has a few
secrets of his own.

Can she trust this man or the feelings she develops for him? Only time will tell.
Follow Emily’s unexpected journey, where journal entries to her deceased aunt and the powerful
secrets they contain, become her only link to the life she once knew and the future she must
choose to follow. Dear Maude is the first book of The Dear Maude Trilogy, which also includes
For the Love of Maude and Forever Maude.

2017 Readers' Favorite Awards Bronze Medal Winner, Fiction-Tall Tale
Category
2018 New Apple Summer eBook Awards, Official Selection, 2015 &
Older Category

Where to find Dear Maude:

Amazon B&N iTunes Smashwords Kobo
Book Trailer
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For the Love of Maude

Time Travel

│ Adventure │ Romance │ Historical Fantasy Fiction
Hiding in history isn’t the thrill Emily thought it would be—
but neither is time travel. When her husband, Dell, was
seriously injured in an accident meant to free her from her
past, Emily is left to await his recovery alone.
Traversing time without the man of her dreams becomes a
nightmare with no apparent end until her husband’s younger
self, Shane, arrives—handsome, arrogant, and ready to
challenge Emily’s feelings for a husband who might not
survive his injuries.
Inspired by the memory of Maude, her beloved great-greataunt, Emily tries to escape her new life, only to discover that
she may have just risked everything for the love of Maude.

For the Love of Maude is the second book of The Dear Maude Trilogy. The first, Dear Maude, is the
story of a college graduate, Emily Stanton, whose first job is anything but conventional. Thrust
into the mysterious world of time travel, Emily learns to survive by baring her soul and secrets
within the pages of a journal she addresses to her great-great-aunt, Maude, and by losing her
heart in a romance that knows no boundaries, including time.

2019 TopShelf Book Awards, First Place Winner, Second Novel Category
2018 New Apple Summer eBook Awards, Solo Medalist Winner, Historical Fiction Category
2018 Global eBook Awards, Bronze Medal Winner, Fiction-Fantasy/Historical Setting Category
2018 Global eBook Awards, Bronze Medal Winner, Fiction-Romance Historical Category

Where to find For the Love of Maude:

Amazon B&N iTunes Smashwords Kobo
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Forever Maude

Time Travel

│ Adventure │ Romance │ Historical Fantasy Fiction
Heartbroken, carrying a bag of antique coins and the heavy
burden of her aunt’s untimely death, Emily leaves the
world of time travel and her beloved husband, Dell, behind.
It doesn’t take long for her youth, beauty, and valuable
coins to assist her in finding a new life in the Italian
nightclub scene of the 1980s.
When reunions and parallel lives once again pull at Emily’s
heartstrings, however, a new romance and all its problems
might be her only hope for a normal life—the one she had
before becoming a time traveler.
But can she ever go home? Or is her lone outlet found
within the pages of a new journal—a safe haven of sorts—
inspired by a woman who never changes, a woman who
remains forever Maude?

Forever Maude is the third book of The Dear Maude Trilogy. The first two, Dear Maude and For
the Love of Maude, follow the journey of a college graduate, Emily Stanton, whose first job is
anything but conventional. Thrust into the mysterious world of time travel, Emily learns to
survive by baring her soul and secrets within the pages of a journal she addresses to her greatgreat-aunt, Maude, and by losing her heart in a romance that knows no boundaries, including
time.

2018 New Apple Summer eBook Awards, Official Selection, Cross Genre
Category

Where to find Forever Maude:

Amazon B&N iTunes Smashwords Kobo
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Sophia

Time Travel

│ Adventure │ Romance │ Historical Fantasy Fiction
Every story has two sides.
This is Sophia’s.
This novella is a companion to the multi-award winning
time travel adventure series, The Dear Maude Trilogy.
Sophia appears to have it all—money, the right
boyfriends, designer clothes, and expensive cars. But
nothing good in her life ever lasts, and the sooner she can
distance herself from it... the better.

Behind her affluent, shallow lifestyle and fake friends, the
real Sophia lies hidden in a dark world she’s fought her
whole life to escape—a place she’s kept secret until now.
Dear Maude, For the Love of Maude, and Forever Maude,
the books of The Dear Maude Trilogy, follow the journey
of a college graduate, Emily Stanton, whose first job is
anything but conventional. Thrust into the mysterious
world of time travel, Emily learns to survive by baring her soul and secrets within the pages of
a journal she addresses to her great-great-aunt, Maude, and by losing her heart in a romance
that knows no boundaries, including time.
As a companion novella to the trilogy, Sophia tells the story of Emily's college roommate, a
young woman whose misunderstood lifestyle is even more unconventional than her friends
can ever imagine and far more dangerous.

2019 New Apple Summer eBook Awards, Official Selection, Cross Genre
Category

Where to find Sophia:

Amazon
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The Dear Maude Trilogy Boxed Set
Time Travel

│ Adventure │ Romance │ Historical Fantasy Fiction
Emily thought her college scholarship was a step forward.
But it turned out to be a step backward... IN TIME
The Dear Maude Trilogy, is a multi-genre novel that blends
time travel romance, mystery and intrigue, set in different
time periods with enough twists and turns to keep you turning
the pages. It's the multi-award winning story of a naïve
college graduate, whose first job is anything but conventional.
Follow Emily's unexpected journey, where journal entries to
her deceased aunt and the powerful secrets they contain,
become her only link to the life she once knew and the future
she must choose to follow.
Go on an unforgettable and romantic Time Travel adventure.
"Beautifully written, this story brings time travel to life!"

2017 Readers’ Favorite Awards Bronze Medal Winner, Fiction-Tall Tale Category (Dear Maude)
2018 New Apple Summer eBook Awards, Official Selection (Dear Maude)
2018 New Apple Summer eBook Awards, Solo Medalist Winner, Historical Fiction (For the Love of Maude)
2018 Global eBook Awards, Bronze Medal Winner, Fiction-Fantasy/Historical Setting (For the Love of Maude)
2018 Global eBook Awards, Bronze Medal Winner, Fiction-Romance Historical Category (For the Love of Maude)
2019 TopShelf Book Awards, First Place Winner, Second Novel Category (For the Love of Maude)
2018 New Apple Summer eBook Awards, Official Selection, Cross Genre Category (Forever Maude)
2019 New Apple Summer eBook Awards, Official Selection, Cross Genre Category (Sophia)

Where to find The Dear Maude Trilogy Boxed Set:

Amazon
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Remembering Skye

Reincarnation

│ Time Travel │ Romance │ Historical Fantasy Fiction
Are you looking for a quick trip through time?
From the multi-award winning author of The Dear Maude
Trilogy, this novelette is a time travel romance, perfect for the
in-between moments during your day.
The nightmares began in Jinny’s childhood. Years later, a
handsome, young therapist, Dr. Conall McCrae, offers to take
Jinny to the source of her dreams.
But the doctor’s methods, including past-life regression, lead
Jinny on an unexpected journey from Las Vegas to the Isle of
Skye, where remembering a forgotten love might be the only cure
for her nightmares.
"A well written and enjoyable read that captured me from the
beginning to the very end"

2019 New Apple Summer eBook Awards, Official Selection, Short Story Category

Where to find Remembering Skye:

Amazon
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The Forget-Me Knot

Supernatural

│ Reincarnation│ Romance │ Historical Fantasy Fiction
Portland, Oregon, 2018.
Natalie Lane has never been in love. Twelve years after her father’s
premature passing, she’s still caring for her heartbroken mother.
Determined to avoid a similar future, Natalie focuses on her therapy
practice instead of romance. But when a man claiming to be a ghost
enters her office, a man only she can see, she realizes that her
overworked mind might need a rest.
Fearing a nervous breakdown, Natalie goes on sabbatical to
England, leaving everything behind except her cherished Celtic
trinity-knot pendant… her forget-me knot. Before she can relax,
however, the man appears again, stalking her throughout the
British Isles.
And her problems only mount when a visit to a local pub reveals an
eerie connection to a former life and love. The more she learns
about her past, and her necklace’s link to it, the more Natalie’s
much-needed vacation turns into a journey of self discovery that
threatens her very soul.
Can the forget-me knot’s secret help Natalie leave her past behind
so she can finally find true love?

The Forget-Me Knot is a captivating standalone supernatural novel. If you like reincarnated lovers,
historical fantasy, and stories drawn from real past-life experiences, you’ll enjoy this enlightening tale.
Get your copy today!

Where to find The Forget-Me Knot:

Amazon B&N Apple Smashwords Kobo

